Henry’s Puzzle Paradise
(Sally Singleton – El Paso Zoo)
Wire mesh 1 ½ x 1 ½ inch on front and bottom of cage

The sides of the cage is sheet metal

Front of cage is H 10 ¾ x W 11 inches

Sides of cage are H 10 ¾ x W 14 inches

The sides, front, back, and bottom of cage is welded together. There are also four nuts welded to the back part of the cage so the top can be put on.

On the front of the cage there is a latch welded on and the other piece is welded to the cage top.

The top of the cage is 1 ½ x 1 ½ wire mesh with a piece of sheet metal welded underneath so orangutan can not stick fingers thru to pull top off.

Top measurements are H 10 ¾ x W 13 ¾

There are 4 pieces of wire that measure 1 ½ that stick out of the tops cage total measurement would be 12 ¼ inches

Inside of the cage is a divider that holds the feeders in place that measures 4 inches in width you may adapt this part to the size of feeders you want to use.